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Abstract
Local government in South Africa witnessed major deracialisation and the emergence
of large metros post-1994. In Durban for example, there was the creation of eThekwini
metro that brought 40 separate jurisdictions under the banner of one administration
(Freund, Urban Forum, 21(3), 283–298, 2010). Despite this administrative
deracialisation, apartheid group areas have largely remained intact. Drawing on primary
qualitative data research and participant observation, this article explores issues of
place, belonging and identity in the flatlands of Wentworth, a place set aside for
coloureds in the early 1960s. Residents’ attitudes towards Wentworth are complex
and often contradictory: feelings of alienation contend with a deep attachment to place
and a sense that the flats are an asset to be handed down to the next generation. What
emerges from interviews conducted with the residents is that the demise of legally
demarcated racial boundaries has reinforced a kind of ‘territorial belonging’, as
Wentonians increasingly feel alienated from the broader body politic (Bauder, Anti-
pode, 48(2), 252–271, 2016: 255).
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Introduction
There is a considerable geographical literature on place, attachment and expressions of
identity (Tuan 1974; Massey 1997). As Jones and Moss argue ‘social identities
produced through social relations are always constructed in and through social space.
What is required, therefore, is an interrogation of the relationships between the
production of space and the construction of identity’ (1995, p. 256, emphasis in
original). More pointedly Dixon and Durrheim argue that ‘questions of Bwho we are^
are often intimately related to questions of Bwhere we are^’ (2000, p. 27).
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There have been a scattering of studies of the impact of desegregation in the city of
Durban. Much of this work focuses on what were once white spaces under apartheid.
Durrheim and Dixon (2001) for example looked at the response to the desegregation of
white beaches, while Ballard (2002) largely focused on the impact of desegregation of
white suburbs on white identities. The recent work by Marks et al. (2018) on Kenneth
Gardens does bear similarities with the research on Wentworth in the sense that both
areas are made up of flats owned and administered by the state. However, Kenneth
Gardens which was exclusively white under apartheid has rapidly become populated by
a majority of black people becoming ‘the most socially diverse space in Durban’
(Marks et al. 2018, p. 4). This article instead concentrates on an area that was reserved
for coloureds, asking, some two and a half decades after the fall of apartheid, what
impact has these changes had on notions of race, place and belonging? The article
though does draw on the two key concepts used by Marks et al. (2018), viz.,
precariousness and resilience.
In this context, the article adopts the concept of ‘in-betweenity’ (Bulhan 1980) as a
way of understanding the structural location of coloureds. In-betweenity refers to a
space of uncertainty between the black Africans and whites. This sense is cogently
expressed by Petersen (2015):
South Africa’s diversity would make you think that there’s room for more than
only two voices, but that’s not the case. The coloured voice is heard and
acknowledged so little that as a coloured person, any attempt to make your voice
heard is seemingly futile. Politically when issues of race, culture, or class come
up it is seen from one of two perspectives: the underprivileged black perspective
or the over-privileged white perspective.
This position of in-betweenity has a historical backdrop that was consolidated with the
coming of apartheid legislation as Norval (1996, p. 125) points out:
Widely hailed to be one of the pillars of apartheid, the Population Registration
Act (1950) and the Immorality Amendment Act (1950) followed shortly on the
Introduction of the Mixed Marriages Act (1949). Together they constituted the
first legal attempts to regulate the relation not between Africans and whites, but
between coloureds and whites. The full force of the extension of apartheid was
thus first felt by the coloured population, who, in the view of the NP [National
Party], constituted a Bmiddle position^ between white and black.
Wentworth is home to approximately 30,000 residents. Its borders are surrounded by
small-scale industrial enterprises, major petrochemical firms and huge shipping con-
tainer parks that feed into and out of the harbour: a ‘space of flows’ (Henderson and
Castells 1987, p. 2). But as Watts points out and as the article shows ‘footloose
capitalism operating on a global scale, does not…signal the erasure of local difference
or identity, but rather validates and reconstitutes place’ (Watts 1991, p. 122).
My research focus was on 16 blocks, grouped into six two-bedroomed flats
in Pasadena Road.1 The sample was based on two families in each block with
1 I have used pseudonyms throughout the text, including changing the names of some streets.
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the express purpose, both through participant observation and unstructured in-
depth interviews, to explore notions of neighbourhood and belonging. The flats,
owned and administered by the Provincial Department of Housing, hug one
side of Pasadena Road. On the other are individually owned houses that were
earmarked for the coloured middle class of teachers, building contractors and
those occupying lower level managerial positions in local industries. While the
flatlands saw people hanging around at the bottom of stairways or sitting on
concrete verges, the houses were hidden behind walls and fences with little
interaction between the two sets of residents. In delineating my focus on the
flatlands, Davies and Herbert’s notions of community and neighbourhood were
useful:
Community is… related to the term ‘neighbourhood’ for which it is sometimes
used as a synonym. However, usually neighbourhood is much more restricted in
spatial dimensions. It relates to the area around a residence within which people
engage in neighbouring, which is usually viewed as a set of informal, face-to-face
interactions based on residential proximity (Davies and Herbert 1993, p. 1).
So though the flatlands were part of Wentworth, they were largely cut off from the
individually owned homes and formed their own neighbourhoods within the larger
community.
While this article has its genesis in a place that apartheid sought to racially
congeal, my approach is not to take race thinking as a given. Rather, I
approach race as a social construct while being sensitive to the impulses of
everyday life that give race thinking and belonging to place such resilience
(Erasmus 2013, p. 47).
As Knowles puts it, while
…racial categories are social and political constructs, they are also effective in the
making of who we are in the world and what we do in it. They operate in the
manufacture of identities and in activities composing human agency….They
don’t have a force in human biology, but that is a different point. They have a
meaning in social and political organisation and human action (2003, pp. 29–30;
emphasis in the original).
My initial interviews showed that while residents of the flats complained about
lack of space both inside and outside, as well as the violence that accompanies
gang life and drug peddling, they saw Wentworth as their space, a coloured
place. There was a feeling that coloureds had been marginalised politically,
both locally and nationally, and that Wentworth was at least a place they could
call home and the flats were something to bequeath their children. The ap-
proach taken in this ongoing research is to develop family life histories in order
to explore attitudes towards place across generations. As Tuan reminds, ‘Place
is not only a fact to be explained in the broader frame of space, but it is also a
reality to be clarified and understood from the perspectives of the people who
have given it meaning’ (1974, p. 213).
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Architectures of Intimacy and Antipathy
Theresa Goldstone has lived in the flats in Pasadena Road for 40 years. Her husband
died in 1992. She shares the flat with her last born daughter Melissa, born in 1974, and
Melissa’s daughter Sharon. With three of them in the second floor flat, spaces are
clearly delineated, but this does not prevent a sense of ‘together-ment’, as Melissa puts
it. But it is the fact that there are five other flats to negotiate on the way up that rankles
Melissa:
….having to walk upstairs and past five doors every day is terrible.… You have
to walk past these five families every day – because everybody watches every-
body –privacy and that personal sense are gone. You walk outside and everybody
knows your business. And, what’s worse, when people don’t know your business,
it becomes a speculation on your life.
While space inside the Goldstone flat might be negotiated space, outside is always
contested. Terrence and Lucia live in the block next to Theresa. Lucia talks not only
about fights over the washing lines but also about parking: ‘We don’t know which
parking space belongs to whom. Every time I have a car for one or two months, there is
no parking space for me. The way it should work is that the parking bays should follow
the same geometry as the washing lines – floor by floor.’ The contestations and
conflicts over space happen everywhere that there is a common area. But, there are
still things to be proud of. Theresa’s joy for many years was a little garden she had on
the hill behind the flats:
I’ve started this whole garden. On the one side, I was planting all the stuff that we
need in the kitchen – like beans, potatoes and onions. But then the neighbour’s
children kept on picking vegetables and herbs from my garden for their grannies.
So, I changed my tune. I planted trees. Here is a curry leaf tree – that big – with
seeds and all. Next to it is an avocado pear tree. It was much bigger. It was ready
to give food. Then the neighbour from the other side of this block came to cut
them right down to the bottom. I gave part of the garden to my neighbour
downstairs. Now they are stealing from one another. The one neighbour went
and hashed a place [local slang for appropriating something without asking for
permission] in the garden. She hashed it. So I had to move more to the one side so
that we can make little gardens and then spread them out when they get big
enough to spread out.
Melissa insisted that Theresa stop working in the garden because of the potential for
trouble from the neighbours. But her mother did not throw in the spade. She made
flowerbeds in front of the flats. When they were interfered with, she took them to the
back of her flat.
And my flowers came up. Here, I’ve got Saint Bernards which gets a beautiful
red bell flower. On this side, I’ve planted Saint Joseph’s lilies. Some in white.
Some in yellow. I’ve got my Ten Commandments. Here’s my Bleeding Heart.
I’ve got genuine stuff. That’s my garden on my windowsill.
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Another resident, Mary September, offers the contradiction of fighting to make her
space better but also wanting to constantly escape: ‘I stay here, but I don’t live here. My
granny used to say I ate a rabbit’s foot, and that’s why I’ve got itchy feet and like to
gallivant.’
This has not stopped her from making some telling contributions to the
neighbourhood:
This is a residential area. People used to call Pasadena Road a racetrack. I got the
speed bumps put in Pasadena Road. But, to be honest, these are not the right ones
– they aren’t high enough. I’ve tried to clean up Wentworth.
Mary also served on the Local Community Policing Forum. She resigned ‘because I’m
scared the gangsters will take out my kids and bomb my house.’ This constant inclusion
mixed with alienation is an overwhelming daily feature of people’s lives.
Space and Place
While everything in the household is shared, Theresa is very keen to emphasise that she
can manage on her own. But her place in the neighbourhood has been whittled down to
her flat:
Who wants to walk on the road when the gangs are meeting? Just building up the
corners. I’ve lost all my cars. They stripped the fuel pipes on my cars. One day a
fire ran through my car while I was driving. I can never go every day to the
mechanic. I chose to rather sell my cars. My husband bought me two lovely cars.
Now they’re gone.
Theresa also cannot countenance some of her neighbours:
That’s why you will find my door closed 24/7. Some neighbours are very nasty.
In the morning, when Melissa is gone, I make sure the gate is locked. Because I
can’t hear… Because I’m deaf… I went to buy door chimes. But the neighbours
actually broke it off. This nastiness comes from me having money. My children
having money.
Melissa takes a particular approach to growing up in Wentworth:
I’ve lived in Wentworth. I’ve grown up in Wentworth. I’ve schooled in Went-
worth. I always say, ‘I live in Wentworth. I am not Wentworth’. Because
Wentworth has a reputation of ‘all women must be like this…’ It is a place that
you reside. It is not a place that dictates how you are in your life or how your life
is and what your life is about.
Melissa has spent her whole life escaping what Mphahlele describes as the
‘tyranny of space’ (1987). She remains in the flats, but her aspirations have
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taken her far away to a world of management, cars and travel. Her partner is
white. He has never visited the flats. She lives in Wentworth but is not of
Wentworth, to put it in her words.
Amidst the Sameness, the Making of Self
Three generations share the flat. Three women. Theresa has tried to make her
place more palatable. The garden in the midst of the concrete blocks all around
became a symbol of that. But that time has passed. She is locked in now.
Avoiding the neighbours. Seeking solace as she tells me in her rosary class that
meets every Thursday.
Theresa might close her door, but she is still networked into community structures.
The rosary circle and needlework group are linked to the local church. Theresa also
makes sure she gets her annual hamper:
Every September, I get my ticket for the Wentworth Community Hall Party. At
the party, I get a grocery hamper. There are beans, samp, mealie meal and few
other essentials. I give half my hamper to the homeless who live in the bushes
around here.
Melissa’s daughter Sharon has crossed boundaries that her mother and grandmother
would never cross. She is in a relationship with ‘a Zulu boy’ as she puts it. She is 27. It
is hard to say whether she will leave the flats or adopt her mother’s posture of staying
geographically but not psychologically.
Throughout the decades spent in the flats, both Theresa and Mary have tried to
negotiate everyday life. Both found jobs in the local clothing industry. But, with the
eroding of that industry, opportunities are no longer available for the next generation.
As one will discern later, it is a similar story for men. Jobs in the petrochemical industry
have been reduced through technological advances, and those that are available are no
longer the monopoly of Wentonians.
Neighbourhoods
Perceptions of change in the neighbourhood are often directed at what happens in the
street and stairways, and for older people like Theresa and Mary, what was once
regarded as home has now become an alienating place.
In the beginning, alcohol was the real problem in the neighbourhood. Today, the
problem is drugs. For Mary, Wentworth was a place she ‘used to love.’ But,
now people want to live off you for nothing. Such lovely people used to live in
Pasadena Road. I used to love coming home. Now, I hate it. I marched to C.R.
Swarts Police Station over the drugs in the area. I can tell when someone is on
drugs. Their fast movements give them away – and you just turn your back for
two seconds and your stuff is gone. They will steal anything to sell so they can
buy drugs.
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‘They’ are the young men who hang around the bottom of stairwells in Pasadena Road:
part of Wentworth’s unemployment rate which stands at almost 40% (Meth 2008). One
of the young men, George, bemoans the fact that
It’s hard to find work. Indians, Pakistanis and Asians don’t want to stop working.
They want to work until 10pm – and not worry about being paid overtime. We’ve
got papers. We paid for these qualifications… We are hustling here for R1 and
R2. Police harass us here on the corners because we are not in uniform. A
coloured man in a uniform is not a threat. A coloured man not in a uniform
doesn’t have a job and has to get searched by cops.
His mate Henry argues that they stick to the flatlands because they can maybe hear
about temporary jobs and hustle some money through peddling drugs.
There was a time in the 1970s and 1980s when coloured men were given a sheltered
place in the country’s racial job hierarchy. They came to dominate the welding,
boilermaking and semi-skilled and skilled jobs in the building trade. This was facili-
tated by privileged access, as compared to black Africans to the state-sponsored
apprenticeship system. Neil Murray, now in his mid-60s is an example of this life
trajectory. Murray’s father Arthur Cyril joined the Ambulance Corp in the Second
World War and was based in Egypt. As the Coloured Corp returned to Durban,
according to Murray
…the government offered them jobs working for South African Railways. That’s
how they worked as bedding boys for years. My dad was a bedding boy, working
on the trains, travelling all over the country. Jo’burg. Free State. Cape Town.
When the soldiers came back home, they were given these jobs. There were no
interviews. I used to work there during my school holidays with them, too, when I
was 15 / 16. That used to be our holiday job – me and my brothers.
What working on the railways offered Neil’s father were job security and a chance for
him to organise jobs for his sons:
My father worked as a bedding boy for 48 years. He got a certificate for 45 years
of service. He just stayed at that level. Only White people could be foremen and
all that. Right up until he retired, there was never a non-White that was a foreman
or a train driver. Mostly, that is what their jobs – bedding boys were. There was
no other race that worked as bedding boys besides Coloureds. Africans used to
just stay in stations and clean the stations and help the passengers with their
luggage. Carry their suitcases and things like that. They were just porters and
things like that. This was at the height of Apartheid. It was at its peak then in the
sixties and seventies.
Neil Murray’s father worked for the railways for 48 years. Neil joined the
building trade at the age of 17.
My first job was at Rorvick & Bruce – I worked as a bricklayer. I learnt trade on
site. They used to send us to building sites. The company had a lot of building
jobs. They would take us onto the sites and give you on-the-job training.
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After almost 2 years in the job, the company closed down.
The Apprentice Board sent us to Murray & Roberts to finish our apprenticeships
in 1971. We worked for Murray & Roberts for a year and half, we finished our
apprenticeships, and then we qualified in 1972. Then I was a real bricklayer. Then
I worked for Dura Construction. And then I worked a long time for Alexander
Hamilton as a bricklayer. Then I spent 19 years with Grant Mathie Builders. I
retired there. When I turned 60, they were forced to put us off. They were forced
to lay us off. The owner didn’t want to let us go because he couldn’t get people to
replace us. He even cried. They wanted him to hire Black people and more Black
people.
Today, Neil Murray works at a local primary school doing maintenance work. The days
when Wentonians could rely on family connections to secure their children part-time
jobs and take advantage of opportunities in the building trade is fast on the decline,
accelerated by deracialisation and erosion of the apprenticeship system.
In such neighbourhoods, how do people get by in the absence of state grants and
formal employment? For people with limited skills, it is the local contacts that facilitate
occasional employment and the neighbourhood that gives access to market drugs and
provide a plate of food. It also provides friendship and a plate of food, not to mention a
sense of self. As George puts it, knowledge of place is vital to survival:
You see how it’s going here in Wentworth? We stay here by the oil refinery.
We’re surrounded by factories. We’ve got Island View, Treasure Beach, Engen,
Mondi, Sappi, and Jacobs at the bottom. This is our life. We live here. We work
here. When job finish here, we jump back. We know who’s sniffing. The foreman
is sniffing. So, when we are on the job, we are connected. But, we don’t know
outside there – because we are not connected there.
Delivery and Division
The issue of housing simmers and boils. No substantial housing developments have
taken place in Wentworth since the early 1960s, and in many two-bedroomed flats,
three and four generations are forced to share space.
When a series of confrontations did occur over housing in early 2016, the irony was
that it came in the context of a government service delivery project. Some R140 million
rand was allocated to refurbish 1148 dilapidated and crumbling flats in Wentworth. In
addition, 18 new flats would be built and 12 holding units to house people while the
flats were being upgraded. Instead of galvanising the community however, the project
lead to divisions and tensions over how exactly government money should be spent.
Just as the programme was taking off, locals turned themselves into ‘battering rams’
as one bystander put it, and invaded the flats and holding units. Armed security and
police pushed them out and the upgrading ground to a halt.
The community, who at first celebrated the upgrading, is now split. The project has
pitted the Austerville Project Steering Committee (APSC) which was mandated by the
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community to oversee the refurbishment against those who argue that the money spent
on upgrading should be rather used to build new houses. Those who support the
invasions and seek to stop the refurbishment, in the hope this will translate into a
commitment to build new houses, have come together in what has come to be known as
the War Room.
A member of the War Room pointed out the stark commonality of interests and
differences that lie at the heart of this conflict:
The APSC wants the flats to be refurbished. The War Room also wants the flat to
be refurbished. We are saying that alongside the refurbishment there must be
housing development – because it’s reasoned this way: Okay, fine. They’re gonna
re-do our flats. But, the situation is unalleviated – in the sense that, like, there’s a
unit there with two bedrooms with 21 people. Four generations are living in the
flat… we have no difficulty with the refurbishments going on. But, we are saying
that, at the same time, they should be building houses…
Those who stand to benefit from the refurbishments see their last opportunity to hand
over something worthwhile to the next generation. While there are opportunists who
see a chance to grab a place to rent or ‘sell’, it is also true that the human battering rams
have spent much of their adult lives without a room of their own and face no prospect
of obtaining one. These perpetual ‘waiters’ now feel that the R140 million should also
be used to build new dwellings rather than only refurbish old ones. It is their one
opportunity, as a supporter of the battering rams tells me, ‘before the Coloureds are
forgotten again, the last again, in the line’.
What this conflict and division over the upgrade of the flats indicate is the impor-
tance of not simply labelling militant upsurges as ‘the rebellion of the poor’ or
Polanyian double movement in which marketisation and commodification are accom-
panied by a counter that seeks to temper and confront it (Bond 2005). As we see in
Wentworth, conflict can turn inwards as the poor turn on the poor. As Martin Murray
puts it:
Because of their precarious existence at the margins of urban life, the urban poor
are forced into a constant struggle to be less excluded. Exclusionary practices are
effective precisely because they operate partially and differentially for different
categories of the urban poor, thereby turning the struggles of displaced persons
into a competition to be less excluded than someone else (Murray 2008, p. 26).
‘Wounded Attachments’2
Korpela makes the points that ‘place-belongingness is not only one aspect of place
identity, but a necessary basis for it. Around this core the social, cultural and biological
definitions and cognitions of place which become part of the person’s place-identity are
built’ (quoted in Dixon and Durrheim (2000, p. 29), emphasis in original). In reflecting
2 I borrow these words from Wendy Brown (1995).
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on Korpela’s argument, Dixon and Durrheim hold that the virtue of this position is that
it casts people ‘as imaginative users of their environments, agents who are able to
appropriate physical contexts in order to create, here, a space of attachment and
rootedness, a space of being’ (2000, p. 29).
We get a sense of the importance of agency and imagination if we discern the
different ways in which people react to or are acted upon by the neighbourhood. It can
allow for imagining something liberating, or it can be imprisoning. For Theresa, the
neighbour’s ‘envy’ means that she retreats into an inner space, deep into the recesses of
her flat. It is not entirely the same with Mary September. Once a ‘rabbit’ that moved
incessantly, she has slowed down but is still on the move; ‘I came here to Pasadena
Road with one bed and brown paper on the windows in 1968. I’m now organising a
school reunion with my classmates from Epson Road School. I went to Eshowe
recently to find all my old school friends. I managed to get everyone together – those
that are still alive.’
Meanwhile, Melissa, with a well-remunerated job and a car that gives her mobility
organises her social life away from Wentworth. It is only outside the area that she feels
she can live the way she wants.
Still, ownership of the flat and the ability to hand it down are important. Theresa
emphasises that her daughter will inherit the flat:
If anything happens to me, this is her home. Because I am over sixty, I only pay
R100 rent for this flat. Three bedrooms, a lounge, kitchen and a bathroom. God
blessed me. He’s paying me for all the hard times I went through.
Henry and George, the young men at the end of the stairway, have no formal
qualifications, and as a consequence hope for something to emerge from local net-
works. As Bourdieu put it, ‘the lack of capital intensifies the experience of finitude; it
chains one to a place’ (1999, p. 124).
Most Wentonians faced with a hostile world wear their identity more tightly. It
serves as protective armour that, for some, turns anger inwards to the body (alcohol and
drugs) or to gangs that defend their neighbourhood turf.
Narratives of neighbourhood and place reveal a deep racial melancholia. But
this melancholia does not necessarily result in a ‘pathology or self-absorbed
mood’ (Eng and Han 2003, p. 363). People are making a life. Mary September
is a typical example; her activism has led her to ensure that speed bumps were
constructed, a determination to obtain her matric at the age of 47. But there are
other ways too. Melissa has made a mark in a male-dominated industry.
Sharon, despite granny Theresa’s loud protests, goes out with a Zulu boy,
aware that she is confronting racial boundaries and stereotypes that abound in
the flats. Theresa shuts herself behind closed doors. But she made a life here
and still does. The garden grows amidst the tensions and conflicts; the rosary
club provides her with a sense of belonging; she has something to hand
down—a flat in Pasadena Road.
In Wentworth, there is a belief that in contemporary South Africa, the coloured
community is caught between the assertiveness of black African empowerment and
white minority privilege: Bulhan’s in-betweenity. This has reinforced a sense of
belonging and Wentworth as a coloured place.
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The demise of apartheid strictures around race and place has not eroded but rather
tightened these boundaries. This is particularly apparent in Wentworth. When I raise the
issue about government’s policy of ‘mixed communities’ (new government housing
will be shared across racial groups), there is an overwhelming negative response. There
is one abiding theme; coloureds are an overlooked minority in post-apartheid South
Africa, and places like Wentworth are one of the few places where they can make a life.
Symptomatic of this is one 70-year-old woman’s view:
We, as a Coloured community, feel like Wentworth belongs to us. Outsiders are
not welcome. When the oil refinery wanted us to move, Wentworth refused to
move. They said the oil refinery must move. They said, ‘We are born here. We are
not moving’. And it’s not because they love the place. It’s the effort of moving.
It’s cheaper to stay here. And where will we be thrown if we get moved out of
here?
When Wentonians do want to link up, it is with coloureds who predominate in other
areas. A document put out by the Coloured People’s Development Project points to the
fact that
MSGW [the once apartheid designated BColoured^ areas of Marian Ridge,
Sydenham, Greenwood Park and Wentworth] are communities… their families
have grown and expanded over the years. There has been no housing allocated to
accommodate these growing families. This has led to overcrowding with its many
pitfalls. Besides low-cost housing that needs to be provided there is a growing
number of young people and families that want to purchase their own homes. As
there is no development for this group of people, they are forced to buy old
homes at exorbitant prices and then still take out further loans to make those
homes habitable. This is very difficult for this group and they are forced to rent
outbuildings at high prices which will be the equivalent of a normal home loan
without the renovations, or at the very worse live with parents and that sort living
has its own significant effect on family life (Coloured People’s Development
Project 2012).
Many of the middle and upper class of Wentworth are moving into the former white
suburbs of the Bluff nearby, leaving behind homes that are rented. Many of the homes
have outhouses and Wendy houses as landlords take advantage of over-crowded flats. It
is the unemployed, those reliant on intermittent work and the old that are stuck in place
and feel a great deal of territorial belonging.
State housing has allowed working class people to make a home in Wentworth. In
the heady days when the area’s coloured men monopolised pipe fitting and other semi-
skilled jobs required by the petrochemical industry and women in the clothing industry,
the state flats were seen as a pause, a stepping stone towards a stand-alone home.
However, today when you look around, young people, mainly male, stand at street
corners, staring into space, week after week, month after month. Drug peddling,
neighbourhood turf wars and hustling from those who have have become a way of life.
It is the only way to raise a bit of cash. Many just sit around day after day. Like in Kenneth
Gardens as Marks et al. (2018, p. 312) point out, there is ‘both inertia and activism’.
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These men are superfluous to the mainstream economy, what Mike Davis refers to as
the ‘outcast proletariat…the fastest growing and most novel working class on the
planet…the urban informal working class is not a labour reserve army…On the
contrary, this is a mass of humanity structurally and biologically redundant to global
accumulation and the corporate matrix’ (2004, p. 11).
The flats also embody a history of the area itself. In developing life
histories, one understands that the ‘becoming of place’ is ‘interwoven with
individual biographies’ (Pred in Cloke et al. 1991, p. 117) that contain a
complicated admixture of loathing and pride, loving and hate, belonging and
alienation. It is one of the strengths of an in-depth study that it is able to tease
out ‘the complexities and contradictions of real life’ (Flyvbjerg 2001, p. 84). In
this respect, Nietzsche’s injunction that, in conducting science, ‘one should not
wish to divest existence of its rich ambiguity’ is apposite (emphasis in original;
quoted in Flyvbjerg 2001, p. 84).
There is a sullen, angry resignation in the area that coloureds have been left out of
the new South Africa. In this context, for Wentonians, the area represents an ‘oppor-
tunity to both develop a sense of belonging that is denied to them on a national scale’
(Allon 2013, p. 254).
At one level, Wentonians are victims of an imposed built environment. For the first
time visitor, the smell and smoke can overwhelm, burning the throat and watering the
eyes. Asthma pumps are ubiquitous. Occasionally, the built environment is confronted
and changed: a speed hump, a small patch of garden. But these are tiny pricks,
fragments. Downsized at work, people are also downsized at home; often three
generations occupy the two-bedroomed flat, the spaces-in-between the blocks of flats
taken over by gangs’ marking territory. Everyday life is cramped; social relations often
fraught with tension.
Just on the other side, the area is a place of movement. Ships moor off the Bluff
disgorging oil. The petrochemical industry is owned by giant multi-nationals. Trucks
drive through Wentworth on their way to the Highveld laden with fuel. Ten minutes
away is one of Africa’s busiest ports. In the 1970s and 1980s, Wentworth was a bustle
of movement as welders, pipefitters and other skilled artisans made their way across the
country to work in the petrochemical industry.
In Pasadena Road, movement is mainly limited to Wentworth. The pension
queue, the Church, the stairway. Once, Wentworth was a place of the future.
The petrochemical industry (men) and the garment industry (women) were
niche markets for secure jobs. Now, the garment industry is all but dead;
economic restructuring and technology have made jobs in the petrochemical
industry sporadic and precarious.
One thinks here of Soja’s injunction that ‘we make our histories, not of our own
choosing but in real-world contexts…’ (2010, p. 103). In Pasadena Road, we can see
how the real world context, the inherited built environment, the social relations marked
by unemployment and a sense of the coloured community as abandoned produce a
deep sense of place, trapping the old and wounding the new.
Centring attention on the flatlands of Wentworth provides insights into the often
complex relationship between place, race and belonging. The research reinforces
Davies and Herbert’s reflections that ‘neighbourhood as a local place-community
remains a fertile area of study’ (1993, p. 81).
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